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KATE & CAT'S
ALPHABET
Andy Prokh

WHISKERS
Gracia Iglesias & Guridi.

THE CITY OF CATS
Carmen García Iglesias

BRIEF ILLUSTRATED
CATOPEDIA
Zoraida Zaro

THE BIGGEST BOX IN
THE WORLD
Carmen Corrales

TOMORROW ALL DAY
Bea Enríquez

MY VACATION
POSTCARD BOOK
VV.AA.

A CAT CALLED PILLOW
Andreu Llinàs

WHAT IS A KOALA FOR?
J.A. Bizarro & Javier Bizarro

THE INCREDIBLE, BUT TRUE,
STORY OF A MOON CAT
María Neila & Gonzalo Muiño

DUCK CAT
Cucho Cuño

THE CAT THAT DIDN'T
GET OFF THE SOFA
Susie Hammer

MY FAVORITE ANIMAL
Andreu Llinàs

KATE & CAT'S
ALPHABET
EL ABECEDARIO
DE
KATE & CAT

Pictures by
Andy Prokh

Rights sold for:
Japan
hardcover
60 pags
21 x 21 cm
alphabet · pictures · cats · games

It is not an ordinary alphabet. Kate & Cat's alphabet shows the life of a
girl and her cat, her adventures, her games, her love. Each letter of the
alphabet and each photograph evokes 3 words that are printed on each
page. But you can imagine many more. Because this book, is for
admiring and learning, but also about dreaming about.

WHISKERS
MOUSTACHE

Created and written by
Gracia Iglesias

Illustrated by Guridi
Rights sold for:
Korea, Brazil.

hardcover
36 pags
26,5 x 20,5 cm
courage · pride · identity · happiness

Whiskers is a flirtatious cat. And curious, as all cats are. But one day his
curiosity plays a trick on him and he burns what he loves most:
his whiskers. He soon finds a solution to his problem by wearing some
fake whiskers…but that is really not a solution either…... the solution lies
with a child as curious as himself.

THE CITY
OF CATS
LA CIUDAD
DE LOS
GATOS

Written and illustrated by
Carmen García Iglesias

hardcover

36 pags
21 x 21 cm
travel · cats · city · searching

Omar and Lila are two cats that live surrounded by books in Istanbul, the
city of cats. One day, Omar disappears and Lila looks for him throughout
the city accompanied by the cats that live in museums, palaces, and in the
port. But Omar is hidding where they least expect it.

BRIEF
ILLUSTRATED
CATOPEDIA
BREVE
GATOPEDIA
ILUSTRADA

Written and illustrated by
Zoraida Zaro

Rights sold for:
Spanish Paperback format
(USA,Canada, Australia)

hardcover
40 pags
21 x 21,7 cm
proverbs · rhymes · legend ·
encyclopedia

Brief Illustrated Catopedia is a special and original cat encyclopedia in
which 16 cats or cat scenes that we all know are described with
mastery. Each of these fantastic stories transports us to an imaginary
cat world created by the author. A book that combines, illustrations full
of life and color with a text that overflows humor and subtlety with the
incomparable talent of Zoraida.

THE BIGGEST
BOX
IN THE WORLD
LA CAJA MÁS
GRANDE
DEL MUNDO

Written and illustrated by
Carmen Corrales
Rights sold for:
Korea

hardcover

40 pags
22 x 22 cm
space · time · serenity · peace

The biggest box in the world is not just any box, and Leonora is not just any
cat either. She collects cockroaches, skeins, feathers, but, first and
foremost, she collects boxes. Colored boxes of different sizes. And so it
is that Leonora lives surrounded by many things, but among so many
things, she may have forgotten to collect the most important thing of all:
her own space, and her own time.

TOMORROW
ALL DAY
MAÑANA
TODO
EL DÍA

Written and illustrated by
Bea Enríquez

hardcover

40 pags
25 x 20 cm
animals · imagination · dreams

Tomorrow all day is an inspiring and surprising book by Bea Enriquez.
The main character of this book is bold, brave, thoughtful, sometimes
chaotic, and, above all, a dreamer. Your imagination accompanies you
anywhere and is always there when you need it. His imagination leads
him to create infinite worlds in which reality surpasses cat fiction.

MY VACATION
POSTCARD BOOK
EL LIBRO
DE MIS
VACATIONES

illustrated by
17 ILLUSTRATORS

hardcover

32 pags
19 x 25 cm
postcards · cats · holidays

My vacation postcard book s a travel organizer, a diary and a story
book that you can write in. It contains 16 cat-cards to send as gifts
when you are on holiday. It is a perfect gift book!

DUCK CAT
GATO PATO

Written and illustrated by
Cucho Cuño

hardcover
32 pags
19 x 25 cm

silentbook · humor · identity

One day you wake up and you're not you anymore. Your reflection is not
the same. Is it a dream? No, it's true... At first, it's not funny. But... Who
has not dreamt of swimming like a duck and flying amongst
clouds? Maybe the change is not so bad. Or is it?

A CAT CALLED
PILLOW
UN GATO
LLAMADO
ALMOHADA

Written and illustrated
by Andreu Llinàs

hardcover
40 pags
21 x 21,6 cm

humor · family · cats · freedom

In this family, everyone (mother, father, son, daughter, uncle, cousins...)
has a poor sight. That's why when a cat comes into their lives, everything
gets complicated: unintentionally, one by one sits on top of him or give
him more food than he needs... a real mess! A very funny disaster that
makes it hard to stop laughing, which ends with a happy ending for
everyone... and even more so for the cat called Pillow.

THE CAT THAT
DIDN'T GET OFF
THE SOFA
AND WHY HIS UNREASON

EL GATO QUE NO BAJABA
DEL SILLÓN
Y EL PORQUÉ DE SU SINRAZÓN

Created and illustrated
by Susie Hammer

Rights sold for:
Korea

hardcover
48 pags
19 x 25 cm
animals · rhyme · song · overcoming ·
fears · colors

This is a hilarious rhymed story about overcoming fears and how true
friendship always brings out the best of ourselves. It is the story of a cat
and a turtle that are best Friends and live in the same house. A beast
also lives in that house, but that beast is not really a beast... and in the
momento of truth, the cat will show his courage to overcome his
greatest fears.

WHAT IS
A
KOALA FOR?
¿PARA QUÉ
SIRVE
UN KOALA?

Written by
José Antonio Bizarro
Illustrated by
Javier Bizarro
hardcover

48 pags
24 x 19 cm
questions · animals · friendship ·
animal rights

If you've ever wondered What is a koala for?, this book has the answer.
This is a story about a true friendship between a child and a koala. As the
book progress, you will realize that you will not get the answer you
expected... because there are questions that only the heart can really
answer.

THE INCREDIBLE,
BUT TRUE,
STORY OF THE
MOON CAT
LA INCREÍBLE,
PERO CIERTA,
HISTORIA
DEL GATO LUNA

Written by
María Neila
Illustrated by
Gonzalo Muiño

hardcover
32 pags
19 x 25 cm
legends · moon · rhyme · sun ·
stars · light

This is the story of why the Sun and the Moon enjoy their impossible but
true love through years and years. The legend of their love endures
thanks to a cat, with a white spot on its back who becomes hero of this
astral relationship. This book is an illustrated poem perfect for night
reading since it has a cover that glows in the dark.

MY
FAVORITE
ANIMAL
MI
ANIMAL
FAVORITO

Written and illustrated
by Andreu Llinàs

hardcover
32 pags
19 x 25 cm
animals · rhyme · cats ·
searching

A new book by Andreu Llinàs, which has a special style of illustration
and a great treatment of humor in all of his titles. This book, dedicated
to her little daughter, tells the inner world of a girl with an amazing
imagination. It is written in rhyme with a special musicality. At the end,
the readers can play to find hidden cats, which hide in all pages.
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